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Abstract
Our study was designed to construct nomograms to predict the overall survival (OS) and cancer-specific survival (CSS) of lip
carcinoma patients.
A search of the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) database provided us with detailed clinical data of the 1780 lip

carcinoma patients. On the basis of the credible random split-sample method, the 1780 patients were placed into 2 groups, with 890
patients in the modeling group and 890 patients in the counterpart’s group (proportion = 1:1). By employing Kaplan–Meier univariate
and Cox multivariate survival analyses based on the modeling cohort, the nomograms were developed and then used to divide the
modeling cohort into low-risk cohort and high-risk cohort. The survival rates of the 2 groups were calculated. Internal and external
evaluation of nomogram accuracy was performed by the concordance index (C-index) and calibration curves.
With regard to 5- and 8-year OS and CSS, the C-indexes of internal validation were 0.762 and 0.787, whereas those of external

validation reached 0.772 and 0.818, respectively. All the C-indexes were higher than 0.7. The survival curves of the low-risk cohort
were obviously better than those of the high-risk cohort.
Credible nomograms have been established based on the SEER large-sample population research. We believe these nomograms

can contribute to the design of treatment plans and evaluations of individual prognosis.

Abbreviations: AJCC = American Joint Committee on Cancer, C-index = concordance index, CSS = cancer-specific survival,
NCCN = National Comprehensive Cancer Network, OS = overall survival, SEER = Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results,
TNM = tumor node metastasis.
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1. Introduction

Lip carcinoma is one of the most common head and neck
malignant tumors, with an incidence of 1.8 per 100,000
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individuals.[1,2] The incidence of local lymph node involvement
in patients with lip carcinoma ranges from 5% to 20%; once local
lymph nodes are invaded, the 5-year survival rate is only
50%.[3,4] Currently, surgical resection is the predominant
treatment for lip carcinoma. However, due to the tumor location
at the junction of the oral cutaneous and the mucosa, lip defects
after surgery may affect eating, pronunciation, and appearance.
Furthermore, secondary surgery may be inevitably required to
reconstruct the tissue defects, adversely affecting the patients’
physical and mental health.
Clinicians often face a dilemma when making decisions

regarding which is the optimized therapeutics for patients with
lip carcinoma: conservative operations performed to the greatest
possible extent to preserve function, or extensive excision to
extend survival.[5] Therefore, personalized therapy based on
individual prognostic evaluations is essential for patients.
Currently, the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC)
Tumor Node Metastasis (TNM) classifications 8th edition is the
single clinical practice guideline for assessing prognosis of lip
carcinoma patients.[6,7] However, the survival of lip carcinoma
patients is affected by several other elements, including age,
gender, race, radiation, and surgery rather than merely the
TNM stage.[8–10]

Therefore, it is indispensable to determine how both cancer-
and noncancer-related risk factors influence the probability of
death so as to help clinicians tailor personalized treatment. At
present, a method based on Kaplan–Meier and multivariate Cox
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Table 1

Patients’ clinic pathologic data.

Variables
Modeling cohort (n=890) Validation cohort (n=890)

n % n %

Age, yr
17–45 94 10.66 87 9.8
46–55 166 18.7 177 19.9
56–65 215 24.2 178 20.0
66–75 201 22.6 191 21.5
76–85 143 16.17 182 20.5
85+ 71 7.8 75 8.3

Sex
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proportional hazard models to investigate each independent risk
factor and construct a survival nomogram of cancer patients is
widely in use to assess the prognosis of carcinoma, including
hepatocellular carcinoma,[11] gastric cancer,[12] nasopharyngeal
cancer,[13] and breast cancer.[14] Most significantly, National
Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) clinical guidelines
embrace nomograms for early detection of prostate cancers.[15]

In our study, we aimed to generate survival nomograms for lip
carcinoma patients so that clinicians can be equipped with a
quantitative tool to evaluate the 5- and 8-year overall survival
(OS) and cancer-specific survival (CSS) for better risk stratifica-
tion and clinical decision making.
Male 697 78.3 697 78.3
Female 193 21.7 193 21.7

Race
White 846 95.1 852 95.7
Black 12 1.4 7 0.8
Others 32 3.5 31 3.5

Origin
NSHL 817 91.8 820 92.1
SHL 73 8.2 70 7.9

Grade
I 410 46.1 396 44.5
II 282 42.9 394 44.3
III 93 10.5 97 10.9
IV 5 0.5 3 0.3

Surgery
Performed 843 94.7 839 94.3
No 47 5.3 51 5.7

Radiation
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Demographic and clinicopathologic information

The clinicopathologic information for all 1780 patients with lip
carcinoma from 2004 to 2013 came from the Surveillance,
Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) program of the National
Cancer Institute: Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results
Program (http://seer.cancer.gov). Patients’ clinicopathologic
information were recorded in detail (Table 1). Among the
patients studied, the minimum age was 17 years while the
maximum age was 104 years. The patients’ race origins covered
white, black, and others (American Indian/AK Native, Asian/
Pacific Islander). The study was approved by the Ethical Review
Committee of the Chinese PLA General Hospital in 2017
(Approval Number: S2017-064-01).
Yes 782 87.9 784 88.1
No 108 12.1 106 11.9

T stage
T1 690 77.3 698 78.4
T2 153 17.2 138 15.5
T3 28 3.9 33 3.7
T4 19 2.0 21 2.4

N stage
N0 840 94.4 849 95.4
N1 21 2.4 16 1.8
N2 26 2.9 23 2.6
N3 3 0.3 2 0.2

M stage
2.2. Survival analysis

All survival information was collected from SEER database
referred to OS and CSS, respectively. OS and CSS analysis were
then conducted via the Kaplan–Meier and Cox proportional
hazards models. To verify the internal and external nomogram
accuracy of the model, the concordance index (C-index), and
calibration plots were used.[16] And we selected a split ratio 1:1 in
this study. The analysis method was in accordance with a
previous study.[17] A 2-sided P-value was used for statistical
analysis, with P< .05 considered as statistically significant.
M0 887 99.7 888 99.8
M1 3 0.3 2 0.2

The category of others includes American Indian/AK Native and Asian/Pacific Islander. NSHL refers to
Non-Spanish-Hispanic-Latino. Grades I, II, III, and IV represent well-differentiated, moderately
differentiated, poorly differentiated, and undifferentiated, respectively.
2.3. Nomogram establishment

The SPSS 21.0 was used to analyze the data of lip carcinoma
patients to obtain independent prognostic risk factors affecting
OS and CSS. The nomograms were established with the “cmprsk
package” of R software (Version 3.2.4).
2.4. Nomogram verification

Internal and external verification of the nomogram accuracy was
performed by 1000-time bootstrapping and 10-fold cross-
validation. C-index and calibration plots, acquired by “rcorr-
cens” and “calibrate” commands in R software, were used to
assess the fitting degree.[16] The 2 lines constituting the
calibration plot were the 45° reference line and the actual line
and the degree of nomogram accuracy was determined by the
interval between the 2 lines.
In addition to survival prediction, each patient’s score based on

the nomogram was calculated. According to their nomogram-
based scores, the patients were divided into 2 groups. Survival in
2

these 2 groups was compared by using the Kaplan–Meier
method.
3. Results

3.1. Patient clinicopathologic information

The random split-sample method was used to divide the 1780 lip
carcinoma patients into modeling and validation cohorts. Of the
1780 patients, 1394 (78.3%) were males, 1698 (95.4%) were
white, and 1637 (91.9%) were Non-Spanish-Hispanic-Latino.
The proportions of T1 and T2 were 77.9% (1388/1780) and
16.3% (291/1780), respectively. The percentage of T3-T4 was
5.7% (101/1780). The proportions of N0 and M0 tumors were

http://seer.cancer.gov/


Table 3

Univariate and multivariate analyses of cancer-specific survival in
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94.9% (1689/1780) and 99.7% (1775/1780), respectively. The
data for all patients are displayed in Table 1.
nomogram cohort.

Variables

Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

P-value HR (95% CI) P-value

Age, yr .130
17–45
46–55
56–65
66–75
76–85
85+

Sex .448
3.2. Survival analysis and nomogram development

The median follow-up period for lip carcinoma was 42 months
(0–119 months). Based on the SEER database, we obtained data
of the OS and cancer-specific death of 1780 lip carcinoma
patients. In the modeling group, 401 (22.5%) patients were
deceased at the time of the last follow-up: 114 (6.4%) patients
died of lip carcinoma and 287 (16.1%) patients died of other
causes. Univariate andmultivariate analyses forOS andCSSwere
performed with SPSS 21.0 (Tables 2 and 3). The independent
Table 2

Univariate and multivariate analyses of overall survival in
nomogram cohort.

Variables
Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

P-value HR (95% CI) P-value

Age, yr <.001 <.001
95% CI 0.069 (0.03–0.156) <.001
46–55 0.066 (0.033–0.134) <.001
56–65 0.168 (0.101–0.28) <.001
66–75 0.255 (0.157–0.414) <.001
76–85 0.541 (0.345–0.847) .007
85+ Reference

Sex .076
Male
Female

Race .204
White
Black
Others

Origin .465
NSHL
SHL

Grade <.001 .009
I Reference
II 1.443 (1.04–2.001) .028
III 2.088 (1.335–3.266) .001
IV 2.506 (0.391–16.06) .332

Surgery <.001 .014
Performed 0.482 (0.269–0.864) .014
No Reference

Radiation .024 .057
Yes 2.507 (0.973–6.463) .057
No Reference

T stage <.001 .005
T1 Reference
T2 1.209 (0.825–1.771) .330
T3 2.693 (1.464–4.951) .001
T4 2.507 (0.973–6.463) .057

N stage <.001 <.001
N0 Reference
N1 2.46 (1.22–4.961) .012
N2 3.582 (1.66–7.73) .001
N3 0.839 (0.084–8.388) .881

M stage .031 .633
M0 Reference
M1 1.726 (0.184–16.22)

The category of others includes American Indian/AK Native and Asian/Pacific Islander. NSHL refers to
Non-Spanish-Hispanic-Latino. Grades I, II, III, and IV represent well-differentiated, moderately
differentiated, poorly differentiated, and undifferentiated, respectively.

Male
Female

Race .022 .004
White Reference
Black 8.073 (2.34–27.847) <.001
Others 0.778 (0.106–5.701) .805

Origin .720
NSHL
SHL

Grade <.001 <.001
I Reference
II 2.495 (1.253–4.971) .009
III 6.015 (2.684–13.478) <.001
IV 5.491 (0.544–55.44) .149

Surgery .027 <.001
Performed 0.299 (0.113–0.787) .015
No Reference

Radiation <.001 .642
Yes 0.84 (0.403–1.751) .642
No Reference

T stage <.001 <.001
T1 Reference
T2 1.237 (0.584–2.621) .579
T3 8.017 (3.736–17.202) <.001
T4 4.395 (1.572–12.288) .005

N stage <.001 <.001
N0 Reference
N1 3.463 (1.317–9.108) .012
N2 5.276 (1.997–13.94) <.001
N3 0.211 (0.009–4.992) .335

M stage <.001 .129
M0 Reference
M1 7.214 (0.561–92.71)

The category of others includes American Indian/AK Native and Asian/Pacific Islander. NSHL refers to
Non-Spanish-Hispanic-Latino. Grades I, II, III, and IV represent well-differentiated, moderately
differentiated, poorly differentiated, and undifferentiated, respectively.

3

prognostic risk factors affecting OS and CSS were obtained,
showing statistical significance (P< .05).
Figure 1 shows the nomogram based on all of the above

factors. SPSS software was used to analyze CSS. Univariate and
multivariate survival analyses identified race, pathologic grade,
surgery, T stage, and M stage as independent risk factors
affecting prognosis. Furthermore, another nomogram was
constructed to predict CSS for 5 and 8 years (Fig. 2). In Figure 2,
a C-index value of higher than 0.7 can predict that OS and CSS
conform to the actual OS and CSS. The C-index values of OS and
CSS in internal validation were 0.762 and 0.787 while those in
external validation increased slightly to 0.772 and 0.818.
Furthermore, the internal and external calibration curves

http://www.md-journal.com


Figure 1. Nomogram used to predict the overall survival (OS) rate. Grades I, II, III, IV represents well-differentiated, moderately differentiated, poorly differentiated,
and undifferentiated, respectively.

Figure 2. Nomogram used to predict 5- and 8-year cancer-specific survival (CSS). The category of others includes American Indian/AK Native and Asian/Pacific
Islander. NSHL refers to Non-Spanish-Hispanic-Latino. Grades I, II, III, and IV represents well-differentiated, moderately differentiated, poorly differentiated, and
undifferentiated, respectively. Bootstrap resampling and 10-fold cross-validation were used to perform nomogram validation and the Harrell C-index and calibration
curves were used to evaluate the internal and external nomogram accuracy.
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Figure 3. Internal calibration nomogram showing 5- and 8-year overall survival (OS) (A, B); external calibration nomogram showing 5- and 8-year OS (C, D). The 45°
line is an indication that the actual survival (Y-axis) and nomogram-forecast survival (X-axis) forms an ideal match. The perpendicular line shows 95% confidence
interval.
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were close to the dotted line with a slope of 45°, the ideal line
(Figs. 3 and 4).
3.3. OS and CSS curves

With our OS and CSS nomograms, it was possible to calculate
each patient’s total score by adding up score for every factor.
According to the OS nomogram of the modeling group, the total
score of each patient was calculated, with the cut-off value of
76.5. The validation group was thus divided into the high-risk
cohort (≥76.5) and the low-risk cohort (<76.5). The survival
curve was drawn according to the Kaplan–Meier method. The
log-rank test showed that the survival time of the 2 groups was
significantly different (P< .001). The OS rate of the high-risk
cohort was significantly lower than that of the low-risk cohort.
5

According to the CSS nomogram, the cut-off value was 103. The
validation group was also divided into a high-risk cohort (≥103)
and a low-risk cohort (<103). The CSS rate of the high-risk
cohort was lower than that of the low-risk cohort (P< .001)
(Fig. 5).

4. Discussion

Lip carcinoma is one of the most common head and neck
malignant tumors.[10] Responsible for causing facial defects and
affecting the quality of patients’ life, lip carcinoma has imposed
great burdens on public medical and health care services and
increasingly become a serious public health problem in many
countries.[18] It has been found that males were 13 times more
likely than females to suffer from lip carcinoma.[19,20] This

http://www.md-journal.com


Figure 4. Internal calibration nomogram showing 5- and 8-year cancer-specific survival (CSS) (A, B); external calibration nomogram showing 5- and 8-year CSS (C,
D).
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finding has been confirmed by the data in our study. Although the
OS rate of lip carcinoma patients has increased, the incidence of
local lymph node involvement in patients with lip carcinoma
remains between 5% and 20%. In cases of local lymph node
involvement, the 5-year survival rate was only 50%.[3,4] The
incidence of lip carcinoma varies significantly in countries and
regions. The prognosis of lip carcinoma also varies by
occupation. For instance, among the people engaged in
agricultural labor, the morbidity of lip carcinoma is high and
the prognosis is poor.[21] However, to date, only the 8th AJCC
staging system has been used to assess the prognosis of patients
with lip carcinoma, even though it is not sufficiently comprehen-
sive.[22] Therefore, a personalized approach to prognosis
assessment is critical for caregivers and patients, especially in
less developed countries and areas with large agricultural
6

population, which means that building a reliable nomogram
prediction model should be a priority.
According to the univariate survival analysis, for the OS, seven

independent variables (race, grade, surgery, radiation, T stage, N
stage, andM stage) showed significant difference. After the Enter
method was used for Cox multivariate survival analysis, the
significant independent variables became age, grade, surgery, T
stage, and N stage. For the CSS, on the basis of the results of
univariate survival analysis, 7 independent variables (race, grade,
surgery, radiation, T stage, and N stage) showed significant
difference. After Cox multivariate survival analysis, the indepen-
dent risk factors became race, grade, surgery, T stage, and N
stage. Univariate factors without statistical differences were not
included in the nomograms (Figs. 1 and 2). The estimated OS and
CSS calculated via the Kaplan–Meier method is consistent with a



Figure 5. Kaplan–Meier curves for high- and low-risk group patients based on nomogram scores (A for overall survival, B for cancer-specific survival).
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previous report.[17] Our findings that the OS of blacks was lower
than that of whites also agrees with data from 1975 to 2000
patients collected by Ries et al.[23] The reasons for this disparity in
survival are unknown. Many scholars believe that it may be
related to differences in biologic factors, behavioural risk factors,
economic factors, social factors, and the acquisition or utilization
of cancer treatment.[24] The group of 46 to 55 years old had an
advantage in OS over the group of 17 to 45; however, for those
over 56 years old, OS decreased with age. In the Cox multivariate
analysis of CSS, there was no significant difference in terms of the
age factor; therefore, the age variable was not included in the
nomogram. In a multicenter study by Dhanuthai et al,[25] the age
distribution of oral cancer peaked at 50 to 59 years, coinciding
with our statistical data regarding lip carcinoma. However, the
results of the nomogram construction showed 2 outliers. The 1st
outlier appeared in the N3 stage: N3 stage patients showed better
OS and CSS. The reason may be that there were only 3 patients in
theN3 stage and the high survival rate of the 3 patients resulted in
the abnormal phenomenon. Second, the M-stage factor was not
included in the construction of the nomograms. The reason was
only 3 patients were in the M1 stage. In future study, the sample
size should be increased to balance this bias.
The C-index and calibration curves were employed to validate

the internal nomogram precision (modeling cohort) and external
nomogram accuracy (validation cohort). The internal validation’s
C-indexes targeting 5- and 8-year OS and CSS were 0.762 and
0.787,while thoseof the external validationwere0.772and0.818.
All C-index values were higher than 0.7. Besides, the calibration
curves demonstrated an excellent coherence with the 45° reference
line. In addition to survival probability, the cut-off was obtained
after ROC analysis, which was in accordance with values in a
previous report.[26] Moreover, the high-risk cohort showed lower
OS and CSS than did the low-risk cohort, and the log-rank test
showed statistical significance. Many studies have applied this
multivariate-based score system to evaluate prognosis.[27–29]

Based on these nomograms, we can predict the prognosis of lip
carcinoma patients in a simple and efficient way. First, based on
the clinicopathologic elements, vertical lines can be drawn to
correspond to the points on the axes.With acquisition of the total
points, 5- and 8-year OS and CSS can be obtained to predict the
7

prognostic value.[30] The prediction of the nomogram regarding
prognosis is more accurate and better than that of the AJCC
staging manual, which can be of benefit to surgeons and patients.
Take, for example, 2 equal stages of T2N1M0 lip carcinoma
patients: 1 case is a 55-year-old black man with grade II after
surgery; the other is a 70-year-old white female with grade III,
without surgery. The 2 scores of OS were 54 and 153 points, and
OS scores of 5 years were 82% and 4%, respectively.
Correspondingly, their CSS scores were 198 and 193 points,
and CSS scores of 5 years were 31% and 32%, respectively.
Clearly, when AJCC staging was used for prognosis assessment,
the 2 patients did not show any distinction; however, when the
prognostic evaluation was performed using nomograms, the
disparity of OS and CSS was more accurately displayed. This is of
great guiding significance for surgeons and patients. Above all,
accurate and personalized predictions of prognosis are the reason
we devote ourselves to nomogram models.
Undeniably our study has its limitations. The factors investigat-

ed in our study included only age, gender, race, origin, grade,
surgery, radiation, and TNM stage. However, several scholars
have suggested that the survival of lip carcinoma patients may be
influenced by other relevant pathogenetic mechanisms, such as
smoking, premalignant lesions, several viruses, immunosuppres-
sion, and chronic trauma.[31–33] It should also be emphasized that
greater exposure to sunlight makes the lower lip 12 times more
likely to develop carcinoma.[34,35] That is to say, more factors
should be considered to establish a more accurate and credible
nomogram model to predict the prognosis of lip carcinoma.
5. Conclusion

The nomogram model successfully constructed and validated in
our study can be used to predict OS and CSS in patients with lip
carcinoma. We believe that these models can provide a reference
for surgeons to conduct individual prognostic assessments.
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